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Inheritance and Estate Tax

Switzerland

Increased mobility among high net worth individuals and family
owned and private companies with assets in multiple countries has
meant estate planning is subject to ever more complex tax issues. In
turn, individuals are increasingly seeking specialist estate lawyers to
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situated levies the inheritance tax. Real estates

funds in the near future. The Swiss federal

Only the respective value of the real estate is

council just released a proposal that the banks

included in the calculation of the applicable

can only accept wealth in the future if they are

tax rate. In almost all cantons the heirs/legatees

absolutely sure that the respective funds are

are subject to tax. As an important exception,

declared in the client’s tax return. The

spouses or registered partners are exempt from

agreement between Switzerland and the UK

tax in all cantons, issues are exempt from tax in

shall only, at least for the moment, ensure that

the majority of cantons, parents and unmarried

the respective funds may stay in Switzerland,

partners only in some cantons. The amount

but the future of such funds in Switzerland is very

of tax is usually calculated by the degree of

unclear should the before mentioned proposals

cognation and the amount of the incurred

come into effect.

assets. By taking up residence in a canton,
where no inheritance tax exists or where the

What are the possible effects of family mobility

potential heirs are exempt from inheritance tax,

on investment planning and taxation and the

a testator can in an efficient way minimize the

applicable legislation?

help navigate complex legal affairs relating to inheritance and

tax liability of his heirs. The same is true by

tax, such as tax residency and domicile and the tax aspects of

friendly canton. In international cases existing

will result in a new legal framework, which

double taxation agreements must be taken into

makes

account.

investment

This February a constitutional initiative to reform

law, the inheritance law, any existing structures

the inheritance tax has been filed. The initiative

(e.g. trusts) and last but not least the tax

international investments. To find out more, Lawyer Monthly speaks to
Kinga M. Weiss and Stephan Neidhardts from one of Switzerland’s
leading law firms, Walder Wyss.
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planning including the matrimonial property

states that the estate of a deceased with last

planning. Often in these areas of international
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retroactive effect as of 1st January 2012 even
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of the deceased. Pursuant to Swiss law the

though the new constitutional provision would
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– if approved – enter into force on 1st of
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be defined congruently, conflicts will arise.
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Therefore, it might be recommendable for

management strategies be affected by the

law the connecting factor is a person’s
residence, his/her habitual residence, domicile
or nationality. Therefore, in most cases actions
need to be taken at an early stage. LM
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